U N W R A PPI N G
TH E H O LI DAY
G I F T S H O PPE R

A Guide to
Reaching
Global
Consumers

Introduction
HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
Sound too soon? For some of us, certainly.
While it is tempting to delay marketing campaigns targeting holiday
shoppers until Q4, the fact is that almost half (48%) of global shoppers
have started buying presents for the holidays by July.
This is one of the core findings of Rakuten Marketing’s latest research into
the ‘Holiday Gift Shopper’ profile, commissioned among more than 6,000
consumers in eight markets across the US, Europe and APAC.
Heightened demand so early in the year is an exciting prospect but figuring
out whether products are being purchased as gifts, where in the world the
demand is coming from and identifying the local nuances they should be
aware of is a tricky business.
To help make communication with holiday gift shoppers more relevant, the
following guide will provide insights that will allow marketers to understand
and act upon real-life customer behavior.
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Spotting behaviors

IF YOU DO THREE THINGS TODAY

1.

To consumers in APAC – a particularly large and complex
region – adopt a market-by-market approach to cater
for the differences between countries. Shopping days

Globally, the most popular type of shopper is also one of the

currently more popular in APAC than other regions –

hardest to spot. The ‘Sporadic Shopper’ (23%) buys gifts

such as Singles’ Day and Double 12 – present a huge

throughout the year regardless of any sales. One of the easiest

opportunity to drive gift purchases from here. If you do

types to spot - the ‘Last Minute Shopper’ (15%) - is the least common.

not have knowledge of the complexities of these markets

The number of Sporadic Shoppers may well be a result of the

in-house, work with a marketing partner who has a
network of experts on the ground.

number of people holiday shoppers are buying for. In the US and
Australia, 15% of respondents are looking to buy gifts for over 11
people. This is a stark contrast to markets such as Singapore and

2.

Korea, where 45% are looking to buy for two or fewer.

Allocate your percentage of ad spend across the relevant
times of year to attract holiday shoppers outside the peak
period. Globally, only 15% of shoppers are ‘Last Minute’

In these markets, shoppers are prepared to spend as much as

shoppers so concentrating ad spend towards the end

$65 more on themselves than their partner. This may correlate

of peak may not be as effective as pacing budgets

with the widespread popularity of bargain hunting, with 29% of

throughout the year. However, it is vital to account for

Singaporean and 24% of Korean shoppers most likely to make

regional differences when doing this.

their holiday purchases when sales are on.
UK consumers are the most likely to drop spending on themselves
to levels lower than anyone they are buying for (less than $129).
UK shoppers spend the most money on their child ($186) or their
partner ($172) whereas in the US, gifts for self rank third after
child and partner.
Original responses were reported in British pounds; amounts have been converted
to US dollars throughout this report.
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3.

As people are often buying gifts for multiple people,
brands and retailers need a way of determining who is
a gift shopper and who is purchasing for themselves.
Adding functionality such as offering gift wrapping,
personalized messaging, or gift-specific sections
on-site provides a way to capture this information.

Dropping assumptions

IF YOU DO THREE THINGS TODAY

1.

Make sure you understand your target market’s
holiday calendar and structure your campaigns
accordingly. For example, Boxing Day sales
campaigns may be successful in the UK and Australia
but will be less so in the US. Amazon Prime Day
presents the opportunity to attract early gift shoppers
in China. See the market-specific pages at the end of
this report for a list of key dates in each region.

2.

Time your brand awareness campaigns (e.g. working
with influencers, using social and shoppable video
ads, and maximizing your brand impression share
for paid search) according to target market. These
campaigns can run later in the US and UK but if you’re
targeting APAC, start early to be front of mind when
holidays such as Singles’ Day hit in early November.

3.

Be as organized as possible. For your holiday-specific
campaigns, get everything – from objectives, through
budget sign-off, all the way through to an agreed
media plan – ready to go as soon as August. However,
be sure to build in enough flex into your campaigns
to react to market or business changes.
See the timeline later in this report for more info.

Marketers should drop assumptions about when consumers will
be looking to buy gifts, as the reality doesn’t follow archetypes
or publicized trends.
52% of respondents in China focus their gift buying on Amazon
Prime Day, nearly twice the proportion of US consumers. Amazon
has already jumped on the demand in this region, running Prime
Day 2018 from 11am on July 16 to 3pm on July 18 in China – the
longest Prime Day among the 17 countries that take part.
Also worth noting, Boxing Day isn’t a shopping event in the US,
despite the huge focus on Christmas in the market. By comparison,
21% of UK shoppers admit it’s a focus for their gift shopping.
In Europe, Black Friday is beginning to gain traction, with
consumers in France (24%) and Germany (26%) adopting the
date into their holiday shopping plans – although few have
adopted Cyber Monday quite yet (9% and 16% respectively).
Looking at how early shopping begins, consumers in the US and
Europe make slower progress on average than other markets, with
three in five consumers yet to start shopping in July. In contrast,
80% of China-based respondents had at least started looking by
July, ahead of sales peaks including Singles’ Day.
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Ways to reach your
global gift shoppers

IF YOU DO THREE THINGS TODAY

1.

Commit to delivering multi-channel cross-device
campaigns, which provide a consistent experience
that people love, however they choose to shop. Use
performance marketing – with reduced overheads and

59% of global respondents are planning to conduct their gift shopping

financial risk – to test any new channels or marketing

in shopping centers.
Online, while influencer marketing may be subject to questions in
western markets in terms of measuring ROI, it is an essential route to
market in APAC. A fifth of Korean, a quarter of Singaporean, and 30% of

mixes.

2.

Chinese shoppers state that influencer videos yield the best deals.

Tailor your digital mix to consumer preferences by
market. Consumers in Asia, Korea and China respond
well to content sites and influencers. Cashback is also a
key channel in APAC, so rates may need to be

By contrast, just 11% of UK-based shoppers say they would use

increased. Where coupon and discount sites are popular

influencer content on YouTube to spot the best deals. Here, influencers
are best deployed for brand awareness. 25% of consumers will be using

(e.g. the UK), use them throughout the consumer journey,

discount and coupon partners to pinpoint deals instead.

rather than as simply a discounting tactic.

Another universally popular destination is brand websites. Consumers
have relationships with brands they love and 35% stick to their favorite

3.

Measure the impact of your campaigns across the entire
user journey – regardless of channel, device or online

brand sites when shopping.

or offline. With global shoppers choosing many ways

Looking at increasingly borderless activity, Europe is the most popular

to research their purchases, last-click measurement

choice for international shoppers (40%). With 66% of China-based

is dangerously outdated. Understand how different

shoppers keen to buy from Europe, marketers in the region must

channels work together to provide an even better

engage audiences with distinct languages and channel preferences.

experience for your customers.

Worth noting, two thirds (66%) of US gift shoppers are solely focused
on buying from within the US, a behavior also found among the over
65’s across all markets (67%).
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Understanding regional
product category preferences

IF YOU DO THREE THINGS TODAY

1.

season. Working closely with fashion shopping sites and

bumper second half to 2018. 58% of US shoppers are looking to

beauty influencers is an effective route to market. Test

make fashion purchases this year, 7% above the global average.

the waters with A.I.-driven prospecting to discover a

This places the sector comfortably ahead of the second most

new audience.

popular category: cosmetics and beauty (44% globally).

2.

shoppers place fashion as the type of gift they are most looking

well as gift-buyers. Electronics and experience brands

of men at a global level (42%), other types, such as home and

should also be focusing their creative on product

experiences, are balanced between men and women in terms

recommendations tailored to recipient types.

of demand.

cosmetics (29%) and fashion (21%). Rather than being based in
particular markets, the travel sector’s strongest market is defined
by age. For over 65’s, travel-related gifts are among the most
popular (20%) at a global level; this is twice as high as the
demand among 18- to 24-year-olds.
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the demand for such gifts, it’s likely that a considerable
themselves. Ensure you cater to these shoppers, as

electrical and technology related gifts. While this is most true

for European brands. Instead, the country leads in demand for

With fashion purchases set to be so popular, contrary to
proportion of these purchases will be for the buyers

to receive this holiday season. In fact, 25% are hoping for home

Travel is the least popular category in China (2%), a key market

brands, the Chinese market presents a huge opportunity
for European fashion and beauty brands over the holiday

At both a global and US level, the fashion industry can expect a

However, this does not correlate with demand. Just 16% of

With its young affluent shoppers and interest in western

3.

Align stock data with conversion data to help you shift
budgets and activity to support lines that are selling
well and still have stock available. Looking at productlevel data enables you to understand what is selling and
why, so you can show your consumers more products
they will love and target them with upsell messaging to
maximize basket value, for example.

Meticulous marketing

IF YOU DO THREE THINGS TODAY

1.

Over two thirds of shoppers (69%) in the US and UK aren’t
prepared to make on-the-spot decisions as far as buying gifts is
concerned, presenting a potentially longer path to purchase than if
they were buying only for themselves. This correlates with global
trends (71%).
It is important to remember that the best ads know where the
customer is on their journey to purchase. Currently, high spend
correlates with heightened awareness of retargeting. Consumers are
most likely to have noticed high levels of ads for products they have
already purchased in high-spend regions such as China (61%), the
UK (42%) and US (39%).
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opportunity. Using prospecting that utilizes a powerful
combination of A.I. and rich datasets enables advertisers

Globally, 79% of consumers are looking for suggestions on
the gifts they buy and over two thirds (69%) are ‘likely’ to buy
something for themselves because it was recommended by
advertising. Over a fifth of US and UK respondents confess they
need ‘all the help they can get’ with making gift-buying decisions.
But for today’s digital marketers, the ‘right’ gift shoppers are more
than simply ‘in market’ for products that deviate from their normal
interests. These are consumers that are motivated to find the item
that reflects the relationship they have with something significant
in their life.

Consumers being open to advertising presents a huge

and consumers to discover new and unexpected audiences.
Tapping into data beyond demographics helps
consumers find new brands they didn’t know
existed, and brands find new target audiences.

2.

Utilize effective retargeting strategies to ensure
high-spend gift shoppers aren’t presented ads for
products they have already purchased but instead
offered suggestions for complementary items.

3.

With US and UK consumers being reluctant to make
on-the-spot gift-buying decisions, target these consumers
early in the holiday season. Use a combination of
branding and prospecting tactics in advance to create
campaigns to not only increase your customer database
but also nurture any consumers early on a CPA basis to
convert them into customers.

Market spotlights
As marketers, it’s important to be mindful of the diversity of the global
market, the opportunity to get ahead of the competition during the
holidays, and the risk of keeping campaigns too focused on one
consumer audience.
Over the next few pages, we delve into the APAC, EU, UK and US
markets and provide insights into the key marketing strategies
to reach and engage gift shoppers in these regions.

APAC
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EU

UK

US

APAC
APAC spans many countries and languages. Therefore, customer needs, habits and behaviors are fragmented across the region.
Marketing campaigns require a market-by-market approach.
K E Y I N S I G H T S:

K E Y H O LI DAY G I F T S H O PPI N G DAT E S:

• Shopping behavior differs greatly within APAC. In

• October – November: Spring Racing Carnival

Australia, 15% are looking to buy gifts for over 11 people;
in Singapore and Korea 45% are looking to buy for two
or fewer.
• Bargain hunting is popular in Singapore and Korea. 29%

and Melbourne Cup (Australia)
• November 11: Singles’ Day
• November 13-14: Click Frenzy (Australia)

and 24% of shoppers respectively are most likely to make

• November 23: Black Friday

their holiday purchases based on sales periods.

• November 25: Cyber Monday

• Amazon Prime Day is huge in China – 52% of respondents
in China focus their gift buying on Amazon Prime Day.
• Influencer marketing is an essential route to market in

• December 12: Double 12
• Mid December: Free Shipping Day

APAC – a fifth of Korean, a quarter of Singaporean and

• December 25: Christmas

30% of shoppers in China state that influencer videos

• December 26: Boxing Day

yield the best deals.
• China presents a huge opportunity for brands and
retailers in the UK and US: 61% of gift shoppers in
China are high spenders, 66% of China-based shoppers
buy from Europe and this market leads
in demand for cosmetics (29%) and fashion (21%).
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APAC
HOW TO ENGAGE HOLIDAY SHOPPERS IN APAC:
•

Work with influencers to produce video content that
promotes offers to holiday shoppers in Korea, Singapore
and China. Be flexible when working with these partners –
their expertise can help you tap into these affluent markets.

•

Celebrate key APAC holidays: Singles’ Day, Chinese New
Year and Click Frenzy. Use Amazon Prime Day
to attract early gift shoppers in China.

•

Working with cashback partners is a key strategy
in APAC; rates may need to be increased.

•

Use local languages wherever possible. Western brands
are often viewed as aspirational, so bespoke creative isn’t
necessarily needed.

A PAC H O LI DAY S E A SO N G I F T S PE N D:
SELF
Australia $190;
Singapore $290;
China $430; Korea $316
PARENT
Australia $203;
Singapore $292;
China $543; Korea $408

$361

CHILD
Australia $249;
Singapore $175;
China $397; Korea $197

$255

PARTNER
Australia $250;
Singapore $268;
China $503; Korea $252

$319

FRIEND
Australia $144;
Singapore $150;
China $273; Korea $197

$191

SIBLING
Australia $170;
Singapore $200;
China $312; Korea $245
COUSIN
Australia $97;
Singapore $205;
China $205; Korea $160
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$307

$232

$146

EU
Europe – a market regarded as wealthy – offers particular opportunity for fashion ecommerce brands and retailers this holiday season.
France and Germany are key regions, with France being the 5th largest ecommerce market in the world.
K E Y I N S I G H T S:
•

In Europe, Black Friday is beginning to gain traction,
with consumers in France (24%) and Germany (26%)
adopting the date into their holiday shopping plans.
Few have adopted Cyber Monday quite yet
(9% and 16% respectively).

•

European shoppers are late to start their gift buying
compared to other regions: three in five consumers
haven’t started their holiday shopping in July.

•

In-store shopping remains strong in Europe: nearly a
quarter of French (23%) and German (21%) shoppers
think the best deals they find will be on the high street.

•

Europe is the most popular choice for international
shoppers (40%), presenting huge global opportunity
for European brands.
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K E Y H O LI DAY G I F T S H O PPI N G DAT E S:
•

November 5: Bonfire Night

•

November 23: Black Friday

•

December 2-10: Hanukkah

•

December 24: Christmas Eve

•

December 25: Christmas Day

•

December 26: St. Stephen’s Day

•

December 31: New Year’s Eve

EU
HOW TO ENGAGE HOLIDAY SHOPPERS IN EUROPE:
•

Trial campaigns around emerging events in Europe –
such as Cyber Monday and Singles Day – to learn from
experience in coming years.

•

As holiday shopping generally starts later in the year,
there is more opportunity to capture late-start gift buyers
in France and Germany than other global regions.

•

Offering a consistent experience online and offline
is essential. To encourage online purchases, remember
that consumers value short delivery times with real-time
tracking information and a fast and easy way to return
unwanted purchases.

•

Although English is widely spoken in European countries,
providing different language options on your website will
help gain trust.
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EU RO PE H O LI DAY S E A SO N G I F T S PE N D:
SELF
France $173;
Germany $174

$174

PARENT
France $174;
Germany $157

$166

CHILD
France $252;
Germany $192

$222

PARTNER
France $219;
Germany $213

$217

FRIEND
France $104;
Germany $130

$117

SIBLING
France $150;
Germany $126
COUSIN
France $75;
Germany $92

$138

$84

UK
The UK provides brands and retailers – particularly in the fashion sector – ample opportunity to attract, engage and convert consumers
looking for gifts. These savvy shoppers are particularly likely to notice ads that don’t meet their needs, so a consistent and valuable
experience must be provided.

K E Y I N S I G H T S:
•

•

gifts than other regions and are open to being influenced

48% of UK shoppers have already started buying presents

by marketing (over a fifth said they need ‘all the help they

for the holidays in July.
•

can get’ with making gift-buying decisions). However,
they are also likely to notice high levels of ads for

UK consumers are most likely to drop spending on

products they’ve already purchased.

themselves over the holiday season. UK shoppers spend
most money on their child or their partner ($186).
•

Boxing Day and the subsequent sales are still important for

K E Y H O LI DAY G I F T S H O PPI N G DAT E S:
•

November 11: Singles’ Day

for their gift shopping.

•

November 23: Black Friday

YouTube and influencer videos are less impactful in terms of

•

November 26: Cyber Monday

•

December 25: Christmas Day

•

December 26: Boxing Day

•

January 1: New Year’s Day

UK shoppers, with 21% of UK shoppers saying it’s a focus

•

UK shoppers are more likely to take their time choosing

promoting deals among UK gift buyers, with just 11% saying
they’d use this type of content to find holiday bargains. 25% of
UK shoppers turn to voucher and discount sites to find the best
deals. Instead, influencers are more commonly used to raise
brand awareness.
•

57% of UK shoppers are looking to make fashion
purchases this holiday season – 6% above the
global average.
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UK
HOW TO ENGAGE HOLIDAY SHOPPERS IN THE UK:
•

Revaluate ad spend across the year to attract holiday
shoppers outside of the peak period.

•

Utilize methods to understand which shoppers are

U K H O LI DAY S E A SO N G I F T S PE N D:
$126

SELF

$114

PARENT

purchasing gifts and who they are buying them for to
provide them a better experience, e.g. offering and tracking

$186

CHILD

gift-wrap options.
•

Don’t abandon traditional shopping days: campaigns

$172

PARTNER

around Boxing Day can still be effective.
$74

FRIEND

•

Use influencer marketing and shoppable video ads earlier
in the gift-buying season – particularly for fashion products
– to raise brand awareness and convert these browsers
into purchasers later using voucher and discount partners.

•

Target shoppers over a longer period and across
multiple channels. Use a range of tactics and channels,
e.g. creative brand awareness campaigns with content
partners, prospecting for acquisition and dynamic creative
optimization (DCO) ads to convert.
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$98

SIBLING

COUSIN

$52

US
The home of Thanksgiving and Black Friday, it’s no secret that the holiday season is the peak of the US retailer’s calendar. New holidays
such as Singles’ Day provide a wealth of opportunity to target consumers in other regions but the power of the strong domestic market
cannot be ignored.
K E Y I N S I G H T S:
•

•

July: Amazon Prime Day

•

October 31: Halloween

•

November 11: Singles’ Day

started their shopping in July.

•

November 22: Thanksgiving

66% of US gift shoppers are solely focused on buying from

•

November 23: Black Friday

•

November 26: Cyber Monday

•

December 14: Free Shipping Day

•

December 25: Christmas Day

15% of US holiday shoppers are looking to buy gifts for
over 11 people.

•

US shoppers leave their gift-buying to later in the year
than other regions, with only two in five consumers having

•

the US.
•

K E Y H O LI DAY G I F T S H O PPI N G DAT E S:

US consumers are particularly savvy when it comes to
gift-buying. Taking their time to make purchase decisions
(64% aren’t prepared to make on-the-spot decisions),
they turn to advertising for suggestions as to what to buy,
with over a fifth saying they need ‘all the help they can get’.
However, they are also likely to notice annoying ads for
products they’ve already purchased.
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US
HOW TO ENGAGE HOLIDAY SHOPPERS IN THE US:
•

Many US shoppers are gift-buying for multiple people – use
gift-wrapping options and specific gift-buying sections on

US H O LI DAY S E A SO N G I F T S PE N D:

SELF

$212

PARENT

$208

your website to better understand who people are buying
for and tailor their experience accordingly.
•

As with France and Germany, there are more opportunities

$325

CHILD

to attract late-start gift buyers in the US than there are in the
UK or APAC, as they typically start their shopping later in
the year.
•

Although APAC presents huge opportunity for global

$270

PARTNER

FRIEND

$143

businesses over the holiday period, do not ignore the
domestic US market as there is still a huge appetite for

$179

SIBLING

home-grown gifts.
•

As in the UK, many US customers are best targeted
across multiple channels as they often prefer to avoid
on-the-spot decisions when it comes to gift-buying.
Use a range of tactics and channels – and measure to
optimize those tactics accordingly – to provide a valuable
experience making people more likely to purchase.
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COUSIN

$104

YO U R TI M E LI N E TO H O LI DAY S E A SO N S U C C E S S
SEPT
Communicate your Q4 activity to your publishers
with the aim of securing exposure for the final
quarter with an ‘always-on approach’.

A FFI LI AT E

D I S PL AY

S E A RC H

Thoroughly test your network tracking pixels to
ensure your orders are tracking correctly and
implement a ‘code-freeze’ across your website
ahead of the peak period.

OCT
Make sure promotional plans are final and provide
publishers with all assets and requirements to
ensure timely executions in November
and December.
Establish reporting, so that you can begin to review
peak performance.
Complete activation and all new publisher
recruitment. From now, focus on engaging
and optimizing with your partners.

If you didn’t start in August, September is the time
to build brand awareness and showcase why your
brand will deliver the perfect gift. Leverage the
demand for video content and use eye-catching
creative to tell your brand’s story. Combining video
with social advertising will provide experiences that
resonate with consumers across devices.

Start adapting your prospecting strategy with key
learnings from the past two months to optimize
campaigns for greater success in November and
December. Continue to leverage A.I. and data
to discover new audiences to fuel growth
during peak.

Start your plan for Q4 and aim to have all promotions
in place to execute efficiently. September is a good
time to leverage video ads through YouTube to hit
target audiences efficiently and start to raise
brand awareness.

Make sure your shopping feed is optimized and
impression share is high to capture consumers in
the research phase.
Use the right combination of keywords, messaging
and targeting using tools such as Remarketing Lists
for Search Ads and Customer Match early on in Q4.
This will help increase the chances of your brand
being top of mind when it comes to
purchasing time.

This timeline provides a practical blueprint to help you plan your marketing activity across affiliate, display and search.
Combine this with the region-specific insights outlined in this report to develop detailed campaign plans per market.
N OV

A FFI LI AT E

D I S PL AY

S E A RC H

DEC

Begin to track performance of your live activity. If
budget allows, book in additional placements with
top performers to drive further revenue and keep
momentum through important peak shopping
days such as Singles’ Day and Black Friday.

Late Christmas shoppers are going to start picking
up steam and looking for bargains so utilize your
cashback and coupon partners to drive sales
volume. Your affiliate strategy should communicate
the best deals possible and play on a sense of
urgency by incorporating flash sales and limited
time offers.

Utilize display campaigns to publicize the
promotions you are running throughout November.
Analyze your performance data and push strategies
that are converting well across new and existing
customers. Remember: Black Friday and Cyber
Monday need preparation and enticing offers.

Shipping is now one of consumers’ biggest
priorities. Use your display campaigns to inform
them of your last order dates for Christmas
alongside regular refreshes of creative and
bestselling products. If appropriate for your market,
prepare for January as this sales period will also
allow you to capture and retain new customers. Your
1st party data strategy at sale periods is key.

Ensure you have set your budget for Black Friday
and Cyber Monday and prepare for an increase in
cost-per-clicks.

Make sure you have all campaigns, ads, promotions
and extensions in place for both the lead up to
Christmas but also over the Christmas period.
Automate ads to run from Boxing Day until January
1st (if appropriate for your market) and make sure
your shopping feed is set up to accommodate your
sale prices and promotions. The more prepared you
are the better so you can enjoy that well
deserved break!

To increase the likelihood of conversion, use the
appropriate targeting mix for the right audience
from ad copy, the right mix of ad extensions,
bidding adjustments, location and device-use.
Getting your targeting right will ensure that your
different audiences have an experience that is
relevant and valuable to them, and therefore
increase their chance of purchasing.

Choosing the right partner
To carry out the strategies and tactics necessary to make the

THE BEST OF HUMAN AND MACHINE

most of the huge opportunity that holiday gift shoppers offer

We combine unique data and A.I. technology to ensure every

global retailers, you need an experienced partner that can offer

interaction between our clients, partners and their audiences is

the combination of tech and strategy necessary to succeed.

timely, relevant and adds value to consumers. Combining this

Here are some of the reasons why Rakuten Marketing is trusted

with the skill of our knowledgeable client strategy teams enable

by brands and retailers across the globe to support their

our clients to deliver advertising experiences that people love.

holiday campaigns:
AWARD-WINNING GLOBAL NETWORK

A TRUE PARTNER
The partnerships we’ve established across the industry and

The industry has voted us the #1 Affiliate Marketing Network for

around the world, as well as our consultative approach to your

seven consecutive years and our network is truly global. Having

media program, make us a true digital marketing partner to your

expanded organically, our advertisers and publishers benefit

in-house teams.

from a unified platform with localized language capabilities and
currency support across all markets. Our regional offices mean

INTEGRATED MARKETING SERVICES

our teams of local experts can service accounts in real time and

With expert capabilities in affiliate marketing, display advertising

with knowledge based on the market the client is in.

and paid search, we’re uniquely positioned to help you run
connected and consistent campaigns across channels
and devices.
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About
Rakuten Marketing
Rakuten Marketing is the global leader in integrated

Rakuten Marketing is committed to transparency, providing

marketing solutions, spanning affiliate, display and search.

consumer journey insights that are used to continually

Rakuten Marketing empowers marketers to achieve the

optimize for performance.

full potential of digital marketing by delivering data-driven
personalized ad experiences that engage consumers – across
screens, platforms and traditional publishers – and influence
them to purchase.
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Rakuten Marketing is a division of Rakuten Inc. (4755: TOKYO),
one of the world’s leading internet service companies.

Rakutenmarketing.com
Email:
rm-us-sales@mail.rakuten.com
Connect with us:
Twitter:
twitter.com/RakutenMKTG_US
Instagram:
instagram.com/rakutenmarketing
LinkedIn:
linkedin.com/company/rakuten-marketing
Facebook:
facebook.com/rakutenmarketingUS
YouTube:
youtube.com/user/RakutenMarketing

